The CP250 is a combination of a field nurse tank and a pump unit. With the CP250 the field setup becomes easier and quicker, and the price is also less than the price of a standalone nurse tank and a pump unit.

**Mobile Nurse Tank With Pump**

The CP250 is a combination of a field nurse tank and a pump unit. With the CP250 the field setup becomes easier and quicker, and the price is also less than the price of a standalone nurse tank and a pump unit.

**Specifications**

- Buffertank: 60 m³
- Length x width x height: 12 x 3 x 4 m
- Wheel size: 710/50 R26,5
- Performance: 250 m³/h with 10 bar
- 168 Kw John Deere 6068 Powertech engine
- Cornell 4414 slurry pump with MP50 vacuum suction
- With screw compressor for drainage of the hose
- All functions can be remote controlled from the publisher, incl. switching between compressor and slurry pump
- 1450 l. water tank for cleaning the hose
- 890 l. diesel oil tank
- Hydraulically suspended axles with hydraulic / pneumatic brakes on both wheels
- With swiveling drawbar for better maneuverability
- The pump has an external pump outlet so it can pump from a storage tank